
Conservation Treatment

2. Tear Repair and Fur Fill
A T-shaped tear was present in the specimen’s proper 
right gliding membrane. Hide on old taxidermy is 
generally inflexible and may be embrittled by age. 
Physical impacts in handling and pressure in cramped 
storage conditions can cause weakened skin to crack or 
tear.

The hide was locally humidified using water vapor and a 
vapor-permeable membrane to better align the tear. The 
tear was secured with strips of Japanese tissue adhered 
with a 1:1 mixture of Lascaux 498HV and Lascaux 360HV. 

Additional Japanese tissue was trimmed to fit remaining 
areas of loss and adhered with the Lascaux mixture. The 
tissue fills were toned with Golden fluid acrylic paint. 
Toned coyote fur, trimmed to an appropriate length, was 
flocked onto the tissue and adhered with Lascaux 360 HV. 
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4. Ear Repairs

3. Claw Repairs

A taxidermy giant red flying squirrel from the AMNH Mammalogy Department presented condition issues including a break in the tail, a tear in the gliding 
membrane, breaks and losses in the claws, and localized fur loss. While the cause of these particular damages is unknown, they exemplify outcomes associated with 
inadequate storage and handling practices. Conservation treatment incorporated mitigation of these problems, construction of a temporary housing, and 
consideration of potential modifications to long-term storage.

Petaurista petaurista, After Treatment

The specimen’s claws were 
crushed and delaminating. 
Claws can easily catch on 
clothing and other materials 
during handling, and may be 
split or crushed if they are 
forced to bear weight.

They were stabilized with 
30% Paraloid B72 in acetone. 

The tips of the specimen’s ears were cracked and 
bent. Thin and often brittle, ears that protrude are 
vulnerable to breakage, particularly when a 
specimen rests in an orientation that differs from its 
intended display. 

With local humidification, the position of the ears was 
corrected and they were allowed to dry while 
supported with blotter paper. 

Cracks were lined with Japanese tissue adhered with 
10% Paraloid B72 in acetone and toned with acrylic 
paint. 

Petaurista petaurista, Before Treatment

1. Tail Reattachment and Fur Fill

Before beginning treatment, x-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis confirmed the presence of heavy-metal 
pesticides. The specimen was then cleaned with a variable-speed HEPA-filtered vacuum, followed by 
a 50:50 mixture of ethanol and de-ionized water applied on a cotton pad. The glass eyes and the claws 
were gently cleaned using saliva on a cotton swab and polished with another dry swab.

A 9-inch fragment from the distal end of the 
specimen’s tail was detached and in danger of 
disassociation. Long, thin, rigid tails are vulnerable to 
damage in cramped storage drawers and cabinets.

We determined that exposed wire protruding from the 
tail fragment was a short pin used in a previous repair 
rather than the original construction. The pin was 
replaced with a longer pin of the same gauge. The pin 
and tail fragment were secured with 40% Paraloid B72 
in acetone. 

A selection of natural and synthetic furs were 
considered as fill materials for the losses on the tail. A 
bleached coyote hide was selected because its hair 
length and texture closely matched the squirrel. The 
coyote fur was easily toned with Faber-Castell Pitt Pens, 
relatively lightfast pigment markers. The fill was 
adhered with a 1:1 mixture of Lascaux 498 HV and 
Lascaux 360 HV. 

The conservation treatment also included reconstruction of the nose and lips using 
reversible, chemically stable materials. This aspect of the treatment will be featured in an 
upcoming post on the American Museum of Natural History’s Natural Science Collections 
Conservation Lab’s blog on taxidermy conservation, InTheirTrueColors.wordpress.com

Tail fragment during wet-
cleaning with wire pin from 
previous repair visible at 
bottom.

Bottom to top: bleached 
coyote hide; toned 
bleached coyote hide; 
selected Faber-Castell Pitt 
Pens used for toning. 

Proper left hindfoot
claw before treatment.

Proper left hindfoot
claw after treatment.

Ears during 
treatment, with local 
humidification 
underway

Proper right ear 
after treatment. 

Proper right gliding membrane 
after treatment.

In this collection, space constraints preempted the 
use of trays in storage, so cabinetry was adjusted to 
safely accommodate the squirrel’s repaired, longer 
tail. 

Temporary storage tray constructed from archival 
board and Volara foam used during conservation to 
handle and protect the specimen. 

 Handle taxidermy as little as possible. Always wear appropriate personal 
protective equipment (PPE) including gloves, lab coat, etc.

 Assume all historical mounts are contaminated with pesticide residues 
unless you know otherwise. Prepare workspaces accordingly with 
disposable coverings.

 Before moving a mount, examine it for fragile areas and damages. Handle 
taxidermy by the habitat base whenever possible (as long as the 
attachment is stable). Otherwise lift from the animal’s torso. Never lift 
taxidermy by the animal’s head, limbs, or tail. 

 Plan your route in advance and have supports in place if necessary. 

 Ensure that fragile anatomy (such as ears and claws) doesn’t catch on 
clothing or other materials. 

Torn proper right gliding 
membrane during treatment, 
with Japanese tissue fill. 

 Store collections in well-sealed cabinets to buffer environmental 
fluctuations and to provide protection from pests and light exposure. 

 Provide ample clearance around the specimen in storage. Store taxidermy 
in its display orientation when possible. At a minimum, position mounts 
so that fragile/weak/damaged anatomy does not bear weight.

 Storage trays can help to protect vulnerable components like tails, ears, 
and claws. However, they require additional space. 
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Storage Recommendations

Handling Recommendations


